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White 

Good evening.  Tonight, a surprise departure – we’ll be asking why the head of Guide Dogs 

has stepped down from his post.  And how to plan a trip of a lifetime if you’re blind and 

travelling alone. 

 

Miles 
I thought to myself what is, you know, unique and interesting about me.  And I’m Welsh, I 

speak Welsh, so I got in touch with the Welsh Downunder Group and the Welsh Society of 

Sydney and a lovely lady called Myfanwy Evans, who’s 76, has… 

 

White 
She’ll be Welsh then. 

 

Miles 
 She’s… yep, yep. 

 

White 
More of that trip later in the programme. 

 

But first, does this sound to you like a man planning to leave his job? 

 

Leaman 



We actually have a window of opportunity now, I’m talking to Sally Harvey at RNIB, the 

acting CEO.  We – together we’ve got lots of ideas, there are plenty of things that we could 

do together, we want to do together and all being well then hopefully you and I will be 

talking in a few months’ time and we’ll be able to talk about some of the things that we’ve 

managed to do together… 

 

White 
About a merger? 

 

Leaman 
Well that’s probably quite a long way down the line.  So in our heads, and I’m not sure if I’m 

on record saying this before, but I’ve always felt that the first step towards unity is some 

really good meaty collaborative projects that deliver results for blind and partially sighted 

people and I’m talking to Sally Harvey now, we’re always keen to collaborate and now is no 

different. 

 

White 
But maybe all isn’t well.  That was Richard Leaman, Chief Executive of Guide Dogs, 

speaking to us on this programme only a month ago.  And yet last Wednesday came the bald 

announcement from Guide Dogs that Richard was stepping down.  No reason was given and 

no one was available for interview or even comment.  On the website the Chair of Guide 

Dogs praised Richard Leaman for doubling the organisation’s income and tripling the number 

of visually impaired people helped by it.  While Richard Leaman himself said he was 

exceptionally proud of what the charity had achieved in the six years he’d been there.  So 

why now and why so suddenly? 

 

In the absence of anyone from the organisation I went to the people most directly affected by 

changes like this – the guide dog owners themselves.  Rose Hewitt is Chair of the Circle of 

Guide Owners which has around 100 members, what did she make of this news? 

 

Hewitt 
I wondered why because there was no notice of Richard leaving – was he pushed or did he 

just decide to go?  But why has he gone and his deputy acting straightaway? 

 

White 
So have you had any intimations?  Clearly guide dog owners talk to each, you talk to the 

organisation, have there been any intimation that this might happen? 

 

Hewitt 
No, none at all. 

 

White 
Now you have talked to members of the Circle of Guide Dog Owners over the weekend what 

kind of things are they saying to you? 

 

Hewitt 
They’re saying that they hope that Guide Dogs will go back to their core job and do guide 

dogs for blind people rather than picking up all the other things that they’re doing – 

Children’s Society, My Guide – all things that really when we’ve got such a long, long 

waiting list for guide dogs that they shouldn’t be doing. 



 

White 
You mention My Guide, Rose, just explain to people what that is. 

 

Hewitt 
My Guide is someone who takes the blind person out between guide dog and next guide dog, 

the retired guide dog and then the following guide dog. 

 

White 
So there is a feeling that Guide Dogs, to some extent, have taken their eye off the ball? 

 

Hewitt 
Yes and they’re just hoping that with Richard’s departure that things can get back to what it 

originally was – Guide Dogs for the Blind. 

 

White 
But is that a policy pursued by Richard or is that policies actually being pursued generally by 

the organisation, in which case you wouldn’t necessarily notice any great difference? 

 

Hewitt 
No unfortunately we wouldn’t and I’m not sure, Richard certainly wanted to get more people 

out of their homes and more people helped to integrate into society. 

 

White 
Which is a good thing surely? 

 

Hewitt 
It is a very good thing but is it Guide Dogs’ job or is it social services or somebody else?  Is it 

Guide Dogs’ job when they’ve got so many, many people waiting way over a year for a 

replacement guide dog? 

 

White 
And that’s what you’re hearing from your members? 

 

Hewitt 
Yes. 

 

White 
Now the idea of organisations working more closely together, that’s an idea that’s been under 

debate for some time, it’s often cropped up on this programme, but Richard talking on In 

Touch only a few weeks ago seemed to be suggesting that the idea of closer collaboration, if 

not merger, was still very much on the agenda.  How would your members react to that? 

 

Hewitt 
Ooh I don’t think they’d like a merger with RNIB or anyone else because that’s their main 

complaint now, that Guide Dogs have just got their fingers in too many pies. 

 

White 
Rose Hewitt.  And I suspect there is more to come on this story, you’ll hear it on In Touch. 

 



Now one of the joys of covering events abroad for In Touch is to take the opportunity of 

finding out more about the lives of visually impaired people in other countries.  So I was 

delighted, while reporting on the Rio Paralympics in September, to run across Marcos Lima.  

Now Marcos is a multi-talented man – linguist, artist, academic – who also runs an 

organisation for visually impaired people involved in all aspects of the arts.  He has, I 

discovered, a very individual approach to travel.  Most people who want to conjure up 

foreign places use photographs they’ve taken themselves, unable to do that Marcos has come 

up with another idea – he collects miniatures from around the world, models of cities and 

towns which have captured his imagination, around the size of chess pieces.  When I went to 

his flat he showed me his collection. 

 

Lima 
I have almost 500 of pieces. 

 

White 
I mean they look or they feel, I should say, they feel like chess pieces almost. 

 

Lima 
Yeah exactly.  When you are blind and you visit the countries is everything more or less the 

same – if you went in some church or if you went in some castle it looks like the same.  And I 

start to buy it like I use it to call it my photos and I search and buy in the countries when I 

have been visit.  But afterwards my friends, when they travel, they start to bring them for me 

and right now, because it’s quite complicated to find some near to that I don’t have yet I 

search to import by myself, import from all around the world.  And I know some – and other 

guys who collect it and I exchange, I sell some, when I travel I collect more than one to sell 

because these pieces are expensive and I need to have money to buy them. 

 

White 
So how do you decide which ones to get rid of? 

 

Lima 
No, I have one piece of every miniature, I have no chance to have more than one piece and so 

when I, for example, when I travelled to Mexico I bought some [indistinct word] some for me 

and other ones for selling for investing in other miniatures. 

 

White 
Can I ask you – what have you got for Rio? 

 

Lima 
Rio? 

 

White 
Do you have some for Rio? 

 

Lima 
Yeah… 

 

White 
Okay we’re going to bend down low.  And get on my knees. 

 



Lima 
These ones here we have the same pieces you have the Christ the Redeemer… 

 

White 
Oh that’s it, yes. 

 

Lima 
Yeah and the Sugarloaf with two mountains. 

 

White 
That’s fantastic.  And does that really help you visualise them? 

 

Lima 
Yeah, yeah exactly. 

 

White 
That’s fantastic.  So how many have you actually got at the moment? 

 

Lima 
Sorry? 

 

White 
How many have you got at the moment? 

 

Lima 
Miniatures? 

 

White 
How many miniatures? 

 

Lima 
Four hundred 83, for six seven different countries and more than 220 cities. 

 

White 
Do you have to file them – have you got a filing system…? 

 

Lima 
Yeah, yeah, yeah, everyone is written down in the file.  I’m very organised.  Just because to 

remember and to – I have many, many kinds of different miniatures. 

 

White 
Well Marcos has another love as well – wide open spaces.  Which are not easy to find in Rio.  

It’s a city of great noise and bustle but Marcos took me to his favourite place of escape – a 

walk, leading up towards the Sugarloaf Mountain. 

 

Lima 
I’m going to show you my rock. 

 

White 
Your rock? 



 

Lima 
Yeah this one. 

 

White 
Is this your personal rock? 

 

Lima 
Yeah my one.  You can touch it, it’s quite easy to climb. 

 

White 
Okay.  Marcos is going up the rock like a mountain goat… I’m going to climb up, I’m not 

sure how good my sandals are.  Up we go.  Yeah that’s what I’m doing. 

 

Lima 
Yeah, you’ve got it. 

 

White 
I’m using my hands, I’m going up the rock, this is brilliant. 

 

Lima 
Peter, I’m here. 

 

White 
That’s a long way away.  Ahh I’m nearly up level with you I think. 

 

Lima 
Yea. 

 

White 
Where are you?  Where are you Marcos? 

 

Lima 
I’m here. 

 

White 
Better shake hands.  Yeah. 

 

Lima 
You’ve got it. 

 

White 
I’ve reached the summit.  So when did you discover this rock Marcos? 

 

Lima 
When I was a child, I used to live here, the people around us they are… 

 

White 
They’re laughing at you… 

 



Lima 
Yeah, yeah. 

 

White 
Well we got here. 

 

Lima 
Yeah.  When we live in the big cities as Rio we have – and Rio and cities around the modern 

11 millions of inhabitants sometimes you forgot the contact of nature, I like to be here 

because we can hear the sea very close and you can hear the birds and we cannot hear the 

traffic and the noise of traffic… 

 

White 
Yeah that’s amazing to be able to come somewhere like this when you are still in the middle 

of a city.  That’s unusual.  How do you get down Marcos? 

 

Lima 
Okay, you need some help? 

 

White 
I don’t know yet, I guess most sighted people, Marcos, would use the cable car wouldn’t 

they? 

 

Lima 
Yeah because here if you continue to climb you reach this Morro da Urca, that’s the first 

station of the cable car. 

 

White 
Right.  I should say the sight of two blind guys scrambling up this rock has caused some 

consternation I think.   

 

Lima 
Exactly. 

 

White 
I think maybe more people are looking at us than are looking at Sugarloaf. 

 

Marcos Lima and me on a memorable afternoon in Rio de Janeiro.  And I suspect that climb 

might have appealed to our next guest as well.  Ffion Miles enjoys travel but she’s never 

tackled a trip alone before.  But circumstances have tempted her to take the plunge.  We were 

interested in how much she’s planned to take account of her blindness and how much she’s 

just going to go with the flow. 

 

Miles 
Well I was made redundant a few weeks ago and I just decided I can’t think of looking for a 

new job until the New Year what can I do.  And I just decided I’m going to do something 

different, do something exciting, do something challenging.  So I looked firstly who is doing 

what where and I discovered that the Jubilee Sailing Trust were down in Australia and I’ve 

sailed with those before and that was basically the impetus for the idea and they governed the 

date I was travelling. 



 

White 
And just to explain about the trust, that’s a trust for disabled people who want to sail and 

you’re visually impaired, so how do you get on that – you saw it, you thought this is a good 

idea, but how did you actually make it happen? 

 

Miles 
You just apply really to join, anyone can sail on it, anyone with a physical disability.  I’ve 

been with them before and there was a person in their 80s, so it’s any age, there’s lots of 

young people who do it as well to get their Duke of Edinburgh award. 

 

White 
You go as crew don’t you, so what kind of role can you do quite effectively as a blind crew? 

 

Miles 
There’s a core crew who are real trained professional sailors but everyone else is crew.  So 

you’re in watch for four hours, shifts during the day and for two during the night.  You have 

to take part in happy hour which is another name for scrubbing the decks above or the heads 

below – everyone knows what the heads are. 

 

White 
They’re the loos aren’t they? 

 

Miles 
Yeah, yeah.  I’ve had my rubber gloves on in the Caribbean cleaning the toilets.  You’re on 

galley duty one day, you also help navigate the ship, there is an audio compass – the captain 

set what degrees he wanted us to be sailing at and I was in charge of keeping the ship at that 

angle.   

 

White 
And you said on watch – isn’t that a bit of a contradiction in terms? 

 

Miles 
During the night yes, but I decided my role was to keep up the humour of the person who was 

doing the sighted stuff, by talking and chatting, especially if it was cold and singing songs. 

 

White 
So you were on morale booster just before the dawn eh? 

 

Miles 
Yes, you can’t really when you go why don’t I stay in bed, why have I got up at four in the 

morning, there’s not a great deal I can do – but that’s not the point, you have to do your 

watch, so it’s a lot of fun. 

 

White 
But the rest of the trip is freewheeling or free styling.  Have you gone about that and have 

you, for example, employed guides? 

 

Miles 



Yes in Hobart, to begin with, I have decided to hire a professional guide, that’s quite an 

expense, it’s about £350 for a good nine hours of properly exploring Hobart and a bit of 

Tasmania because I couldn’t find another way to do it.  And I didn’t want to fly into 

Tasmania and not see it.  But then when I’m going to Melbourne and Sydney I found a 

couple of websites really, there’s one called Show Around, which is where mainly students, I 

think, and young people offer their time for a nominal amount, they set the amount, you 

know £8 an hour, up to £20 an hour, whatever they want to offer.  They say what their 

interests are and where they’d be able to take you and you can hire them for so many hours to 

take you out and about.  This isn’t just for disabled people, it’s for young people travelling by 

themselves, backpackers, people who are new students to the area, anyone really and it’s for 

those students to make a bit of money as well I think. 

 

White 
And how carefully do you feel you need to check them out – I mean you are putting yourself 

in their hands to some extent? 

 

Miles 

I am and you pay to join the website and they say they have checked those people out 

themselves.  I haven’t gone on any where I’d be going off in a car with them or anything.  

But yeah you are trusting them but that’s the spirit of adventure really isn’t it, to get out there 

and to trust people, otherwise you wouldn’t get very far I don’t think. 

 

White 
And when you’re going to a city on your own, because obviously you won’t be using guides 

the whole time, are there things as a blind traveller that you have thought you should put in 

place in advance?  I mean are there particular factors in deciding where you stay for instance? 

 

Miles 
Yes, I’ve decided to go for Airbnb actually because it’s a bit cheaper, because I’m going to 

be spending money on guides.  So I found good Airbnb places that – the one in Melbourne I 

have does have a swimming pool in the complex actually and it has a balcony and it also has 

people there, so you’ll be able to chat to them, get advice off them because they’ve decided to 

be Airbnb hosts and they’re helpful to everyone.  Don’t expect them to take you places but to 

offer advice.  And I’ve also looked up in advance what are the assistance for travel, for the 

train, for the buses and so on, who do I need to call to book assistance in advance. 

 

White 
Have you done a lone holiday before? 

 

Miles 
No, no, I have gone on Traveleyes Holidays and Jubilee Sailing Trust where I’ve gone alone 

and not known anyone but they were planned holidays. 

 

White 
Yeah and we should say – I mean Traveleyes and there are a few other companies like them, 

that’s providing a sighted guide on a basis for the whole of the holiday.  So this is the first 

time you’ve actually just kind of stepped out and said I’m on my own, I’ll do it myself, I’ve 

put a few things in place but ultimately it’s me versus Australia. 

 

Miles 



Exactly.  Yeah and I found out as well each city – I think it began with the Big Apple 

Greeters Service in New York but now there are greeter services in – well they’re certainly in 

Melbourne and Sydney, where again they volunteer to take people out for a tour and not 

simply disabled people, anybody who’s new to the city, so I’ve booked a session with those 

as well.  I have also – I thought to myself what is unique and interesting about me and I’m 

Welsh, I speak Welsh, so I’ve got in touch with the Welsh Downunder Group and the Welsh 

Society of Sydney and a lovely lady called Myfanwy Evans who’s 76 has… 

 

White 
She’ll be Welsh then. 

 

Miles 
She’s – yep, yep, Myfanwy, she’s got on board and she is – she even offered me to stay with 

her actually, I may do that, I’m not sure but she’s certainly going to organise some things 

because you can’t be coming down here and not meet up with the Welsh in Sydney.  So I’ve 

got a night out there. 

 

White 
We do hear from blind people who appear to travel alone, completely fearlessly, I just 

wonder though are you nervous? 

 

Miles 
Yes a bit, I’m not one of those people who do go everywhere by themselves and yeah I just 

got off the plane in Columbia and just walked – I’ve heard of some blind people who’ve done 

that – I’m not like that.  The free styling came about because I had the ship and I had a friend 

who was available one week and a friend who’s available two weeks after and I had a gap in 

the middle and I thought well I’m not going to not go to Australia just because I have a gap 

between friends. 

 

White 
So any loose ends that you’re still trying to tie up? 

 

Miles 
Yes there are – a few days out in Sydney and also I’m thinking of going up to Cairns because 

I can’t go to Australia without seeing the Great Barrier Reef.  But if anyone’s out there with 

any ideas or contacts please get in touch with In Touch and they can pass it on to me. 

 

White 
Ffion Miles.  And we hope we’ll hear some of her travels when she gets back.  And if you 

have any suggestions for Ffion or indeed you want to comment on anything on the 

programme that you’ve heard you can call our actionline for 24 hours after the programme, 

that’s 0800 044 044.  You can email intouch@bbc.co.uk or go to our website for more 

information where you can also download tonight’s programme and arrange subsequent 

downloads as well.  From me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye. 
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